INSPIRATION FOR INNOVATION
EXHIBIT HALL

MATE ROV Competition - World Championship
August 5th - 7th, 2021 East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN

SPONSORS: HIGHLIGHT TECHNOLOGIES, TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING PROGRAMS, AND CAREERS

Sponsors embrace this chance to share their latest innovations and career opportunities and highlight technical and engineering programs with nearly 1,000 students and faculty from around the world that attend the MATE World Championship.

TAKE BLUETECH TO NEW DEPTHS

BOOTH SPECS
Space Size: 10’ x 10’
Tables Provided: One 6ft. table
Chairs Provided: Two chairs*
WiFi & electricity provided*
*Extra chairs upon request
*Bring a power strip

SHIPPING INFO
TBA
MATEIIexhibithall@marinetech.org

SET-UP/DOWN
Exhibit Set-up Date: Aug. 5th
Time: 11:00 AM
Exhibit Breakdown Date: Aug. 7th
Time: 11:00 AM

New in 2021! Sponsors have the opportunity to exhibit in the MATE ROV Competition WR World! Logos, photos, videos, and more will be on display.

For more information, or to discuss custom Strategic Partnership opportunities, contact Jill Zande, MATE II President/Executive Director, at jzande@marinetech.org